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!!~~_JJ.nds : ... ~J ... MFIL, QPD,!TE 1 C@l!! 

The commands mentioned above are described in Memo CC-222o 
All the principles enunciated are still up to dateo The fol
lowing is only a summary or formats and conventions required to 
use them properlyo Also supplied are more details which are 
not specifically termed in f-temo CC-222 c 

COMFIL n where n • o, 1, 2, or 3 

All subpeguent co~ands will then refer to the file 
C!rreitory of the ~ouunon File no -
Common File 0 is the user himselfc .... 
NoBo Temporary files, (mode 0) created in a common 
tile 1, 2, or 3 will be lost on switching back to the 
user, or to anotser-common-lileo 

2o UPDATE n a(l) b(l) a(2) oooa(n) b(n) 

This command transfers.the files a(i) b(i) from the 
user's directory to the specified Common File no(l,2, or 3)o 

All tiles keep L~- names, and !!!! ~· 

Files in user's directory are unchangedo 

All previous versions of a(i) b(i) in Common File n 
are deleted if possibleo When the previous version 
is ot Rl mode, the user is interrogated through the 
console, ana may type YES, thus allowing the UPDATE 
command to delete the ola version of the file being 
updatedo R2 mode files in common files, cannot be 
updated, and a specific comment is printed on the 
console a 

No file is deleted unless the updating has been 
successfully performedo 

There is no restriction due to file size, except 
when the common file's track quota is exhaustedo 
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3, COPY n a(l) b(l) a(2) b(2) o~~a(n) b(n) 

This command transfers the files a(i) b(i) from Comnon 
-.-..-., ~T,.~io& E!!! n, to the user's directory. 

Files keep same names, but are always created in 
permanent modeo The same rules as for the UPDATE 
command apply for deleting old files • and no t'ile if, 
destroyed unless a new file has been successfully 
createdo 

There is no restriction due to file size, except 
user's track quotao 

n • 1, 2, or 3 when specifying Common Fileso 
n • ! allows 222t !£2! aYate~ filesc 

System file qirectory includes TSS Foreground libra1•y, 
and all SAVED versions of public commandsc 

NoBo Any uset• may copy from System files, but only 
Ml-16 users may update it, since it is their Common 
File 2o -- -

WARNING ---
All through execution, UPDATE and C'PY commands use 
CJMFIL to switch from users to common files, back and 
tortho After completion, switching is always restoJ•ed 
to user's fileao But there is no protection against. a 
user's QUIT signal, or any unfortunate noisy signal on 
the lineo Theret'ore, it may happen that the switch:!.r.g 
is still on a common file when the command is abruptly 
interrupted~ In such circumstances it is recommenckc'l 
that users issue an appropriate CIJMFIL command befOPE' 
going too faro 


